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Dear <<First Name>>,
Welcome to Issue #245 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

Love what we do at Spooky2-mall.com? Invite Your Friends & Earn Gifts！

Spooky2 Blog Articles

Spooky2 Software 20200715 Released
Many changes have been made since the last formal release of Spooky2. The
DNA database and presets will continue to be updated whenever new genome
sequences are released. Download the software and we welcome any
feedback!
 
What is Sound Frequency Healing
The complex nature of the symphony in the body is overwhelming, not only
in the number of frequencies but also in the relationships of these frequencies.
In this post, we unveiled the secret of sound healing frequencies.
 
Healing Frequency for Joint Pain – Spooky2 Rife Frequency Healing
This frequency audio helps you to relieve joint redness, swelling, tenderness,
get rid of limping, and recover the motion of the joint. Welcome to listen to this
frequency and share it with your friends and family.
 
Scalar Energy for Autism
As parents, you may be desperate when you can't do anything for your
children with autism. Be hopeful! Scalar energy is one of the natural treatments
that you can try to help your children. Click here to learn more!
 
Testimonial: Lump Gets Smaller after Using Spooky2 Central
"Today, I am happy to observe that the bulging lump in my armpit has become
smaller, the stabbing pain I get every few minutes is greatly decreased; and my
energy level is higher than ever. I certainly can say that Spooky is not just some
unproven method because I see that it is working for me."

Spooky2 Q&A

Can you use a computer with an aluminum case?
Is it better to look for one with a hard plastic case, or what you should do to
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avoid interference?
 
How can I filter the results of a grade scan made with GeneratorX?
Does the long list of scan results confuse you? Click here to find out what is the
best way to deal with the results!
 
Suggestions for disseminated Tapeworms
What protocol and what equipment can you apply? Explore from here!
 
Does Rife machine have a solution for nerve inflammation caused by teeth
extraction?
Tooth extraction may cause Vagus nerve inflammation. Click here to see what
Spooky2 can do!

Spooky2 Discussions

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group 

Progression with my candida
A Spooky2 user achieved progress with his candida, and he also shared his
experience. Click here for treatment details!
 
Anxiety and Depression
In today's society, the proportion of anxiety disorders is constantly increasing,
and it has become an increasingly critical issue. Click here to get the
suggestions to overcome this situation!
 
Instant success with PROV cold & flu
A Spooky2 user reported that his throat is back to good condition after treating
with PROV cold & flu. Let’s see how he did it!

Spooky2 Forum

Can I run Pulse Scan with Generator X?
What do you need to perform a pulse scan? Are there any details you should
notice?

Best of health,
Echo

Spooky2 Team
Skype: clean.energy2013
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Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2
                  www.facebook.com/spooky2rife/
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com
         www.spooky2.com
         www.spooky2support.com
         www.spooky2videos.com
         www.spooky2reviews.com
Tel: 00-86-25-57037030

You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is:
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

Add us to your address book
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